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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a technique for mining error-handling specifications from systems software. It presents a static analysis for
detecting error handlers in low-level code, and it shows how function synonyms can be used to mine for error-handling specifications
with only a few supporting examples.
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RESEARCH PROBLEM

When a programmer is writing systems error-handling code, it is
often necessary to understand many implicit, undocumented specifications. The goal of this work is to automatically recover these
error-handling specifications from real-world systems software
such as the Linux kernel.
This task has two challenges. First, unlike languages such as
Java with explicit error-handling features, error handlers in systems
software typically use the return code idiom, where specific return
value constants indicate that an error occurred [12]. The problem is
to infer the error specifications for each function, i.e. the constants
a function returns when a runtime error occurs. In Figure 1, for
example, we see that the function request_irq returns a non-zero
integer on error.
The second challenge is that error-handling specifications often involve very few examples, and mining techniques must rely
on a large number of supporting examples lest they suffer from
extreme false positive rates [13]. In Figure 1, after the calls to pci_request_regions and pci_enable_device, if request_irq returns an error the correct free function for that driver needs to be
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// Adapted , simplified from actual sound drivers
pci_request_regions (...) ;
pci_enable_device (...) ;
if ( request_irq (...) ) {
// error - only ( need not be in same handler )
dev_err ( msg ) ;
// A call a driver - specific free function
snd_intel8x0_free OR snd_sonicvibes_free OR ...
}

Figure 1: Running example from PCI sound drivers. The
code has been simplified; the contexts that the free functions are called from are not identical.

called in response. Because each driver defines its own free function,
there exist only a handful of calls to those functions from which
error-handling specifications can be inferred. Furthermore, the free
functions themselves are semantically and syntactically dissimilar.
In a large code base there often exist functions that are not
clones, but which serve the same purpose. We call these “function
synonyms.” Multiple implementations of similar drivers are rich
sources of synonyms, of which the free functions in Figure 1 are
an example. Function synonyms can be used to enhance the support of error-handling specifications by merging together multiple
specifications which each have only a few supporting examples.
The contributions of this work are:
(1) A static analysis that efficiently infers function error specifications and detects error handlers.
(2) The Func2vec tool for producing source code embeddings
and a dataset of function synonyms.
(3) An approach and tool for mining error-handling specifications using synonyms.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Frequent Itemset Mining. Given a list of items, a database of
itemset transactions, and a support threshold s, the goal of frequent
itemset mining [3] is to return itemsets where the items in the
itemset co-occur in at least s transactions. Of the wide range of
specification inference techniques [7, 11], frequent itemset mining
was chosen instead of sequence or automata mining because it
imposes less stringent requirements on the form of the specification,
better matching the error-handling specification mining problem.
Embeddings. Previous work [10] has used software embeddings
for other applications, but Func2vec is the first to embed static
program paths.
Error-Handling Specifications. A number of papers use normal
paths to mine specifications for error-handling paths [2, 5, 15].
Observing that there are specifications which are only supported
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by error paths, we focus our efforts on the problem of inferring
error specifications for functions with few supporting examples.
Clone Detection. Clone detection is a different problem from
synonym identification. Clone detection tools report sections of
similar code, which in some cases contain calls to synonyms, but
the synonyms within these context clones are not identified. In
practice, we have found that tools such as Deckard [6] or MOSS
[14] cannot be used to find synonyms.

3 APPROACH
3.1 Error Handler Detection
The error-handler detection analysis is bootstrapped with a small
seed set e 1 , e 2 , ..., en of error handlers. The predicate associated with
the immediate parent of each handler in the control dependence
graph is abstracted to a value α (ei ) in an interval lattice. The error
specification of a function F , denoted E (F ) is the solution to the
following set constraint problem.
(1) E (F ) ⊆ α (e 1 ) ∪ α (e 2 ) ∪ ... ∪ α (en )
(2) E (F ) ⊆ α (retF ) where retF denotes the set of values a function can return, as determined statically.
Error handlers are identified by labeling each basic block with
the constraints under which that block executes. Any block that
executes under constraints that satisfy the error specification of any
function is labeled as an error handler. Using just the knowledge
that a single function (dev_err) is called exclusively on error paths,
this approach detects 1,406 handlers in the Linux PCI sound drivers.
These are the handlers which were mined to create the results in
section 4. Previous work [4] relied on an existing dataflow analysis
[12] to detect error handlers.

3.2

Function Synonym Identification

The technique used by Func2vec computes a map from each function to a vector in a continuous vector space such that vectors for
function synonyms ar in close proximity, without any previous
knowledge about naming conventions. For a given vocabulary L of
program functions, Func2vec computes an embedding Φ : L → Rd
that maps each program function ℓ ∈ L to a d-dimensional vector
in Rd . This embedding is computed by generating sentences from
random walks over a pushdown system, modeling the set of valid
interprocedural paths in the program. These walks comprise the
training corpus.
Given the set of walks over the ℓ-PDS, Func2vec uses a neural
network [9] to learn a vector representation for labels Φ : L →
Rd . Traditional language models try to estimate the probability
of seeing a label ℓi given
 the context of the previous labels in the
random walk; viz. Pr ℓi |ℓ1 , ℓ2 , . . . , ℓi−1 . However, we also want
to learn the distributed representation in the form of an embedding:
Φ : L → Rd . Thus, our problem
is to estimate the likelihood:

Pr ℓi |Φ(ℓ1 ), Φ(ℓ2 ), . . . , Φ(ℓi−1 ) .

3.3

Mining with Synonyms

An error-handling specification is defined as an association rule
whose antecedent is the specification context and consequent is the
specification response.
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Definition 3.1. An error-handling specification S is defined as
C S → R S , where C S = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , cm } is the context set of function
calls for the specification S, and R S = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , rm } is the response
set of function calls for the specification S.
Function synonyms can be leveraged to increase the support of
specifications that would otherwise be filtered out by any reasonable minimum support threshold. The support for an error-handling
specification S is the size of the set of error handlers that support
that specification, |Supp(S )|. For any two specifications (S1, S2)
where (F , F ′ ) is a pair of function synonyms such that F ∈ C S 1
and F ′ ∈ C S 2 , or F ∈ R S 1 and F ′ ∈ R S 2 , the specifications can be
merged to yield a support value of |Supp(S1) ∪ Supp(S2)|. Note that
the supporting error handlers for two specifications can overlap,
so |Supp(S1) ∪ Supp(S2)| ≤ Supp(S1) + Supp(S2).
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RESULTS

Function Synonyms. The Func2vec tool was evaluated [4] on
how well the function synonyms it identifies comport with two
gold standards. The first gold standard (manually reviewed) consists of 2,652 synonyms in 265 equivalence classes, created with the
assistance of a Linux kernel developer. The second (underscores)
consists of 2,017 function pairs that follow a strong naming convention. The Func2vec synonym equivalence classes in the Func2vec
embedding were compared with these gold standards using two
different metrics: AUROC [8] when the pairwise distance of vectors
in the embedding are sorted, and the F1 score comparing KMeans
clusters with the gold standards. On the manual gold standard the
AUROC score was 0.73, and the cluster F1 score was also 0.73. On
the underscores gold standard the AUROC score was 0.75, and the
cluster F1 score was 0.58. These indicate that the Func2vec synonym equivalence classes significantly overlap the gold standards.
Error-Handling Specifications. Consider the two specifications
from the motivating example in Figure 1. The support for the specification {pci_request_regions}, {pci_enable_device} → {snd_intel8x0_free} in Figure 1 increased from 3 to 42. The support for
the specification {pci_request_regions, pci_enable_device} →
{snd_sonicvibes_free} increased from 4 to 42. After sorting the
specifications by support, the intel8x0 specification is at position 2,134 without merging, and at position 47 with merging. The
sonicvibes specification is at 1,098 without merging, and 43 after merging. This demonstrates that the error handling detection
technique combined with function synonyms enables mining errorhandling specifications, even when the specifications have only a
few supporting examples.
The error-handling specifications mined using this technique
have been useful in finding real bugs in the Linux kernel [1]. We
reported bugs that were automatically found to be violations of the
specification gfs2_holder_init → gfs2_holder_uninit. We supplied
patches for these bugs that were accepted and merged into Linux
4.7.
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